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with abandoned canoe poles. This was also the Emit of the hunting
range, since there was little game in the sparse timber of the lake
country. Beyond this there were no more dpi poles, and at night
we had to pitch our tents on the quaking bogs. Near the canoe-
pole lake was another on the banks of which were many Indian
graves.
From this point on it was all paddle-work as we groped toward
streams that would take us to the head of the Hamilton River, down
which we were to descend to the Atlantic. The water in these upper
lakes and rivers was icy. Our hands swelled with the cold and the
constant work. At night I examined such rocks as I could find near
our tents, but our voyage up the Moisie had delayed us so much
that we could not stop for any systematic exploration.
To make matters worse, we got lost in a labyrinth of lakes and
connecting streams, and for five days hunted for the trail over which
we should portage to water moving toward the Atlantic. The trail
is so little travelled that it consists merely of an occasional Indian
blaze on a stunted tree. We cruised along die shores of lake after
lake, watching for the continuation of the blaze we were following.
Finally one of our Indians, sharper-sighted than a hawk, noted an
old camp-fire on a bank. It was something I wouldn't have seen
with binoculars. We went in and there picked up the trail.
We struck the Hamilton River at its falls, of which we were
aware long before we reached them, since you can hear the thunder
of the water for ten miles. Hamilton Falls is one of the great scenic
wonders of North America, though few white men have ever been
enterprising enough to go and see the sublime spectacle. The
Hamilton is the largest river of Labrador, and the only stream of
any size that comes out on the Atlantic side. Above the falls the
torrent races down a breath-taking chute and then plunges three
hundred feet into a deep gorge. We stayed here a day to photo-
graph and marvel at the great cataract. Incidentally, the "guest
book" at the falls is a bottle into which white visitors put their
names written on slips of paper.
The gorge of the Hamilton soon opens up. into a wide valley
with a succession of lakes. So, instead of the easy journey down-
stream we had anticipated, we actually had to paddle the whole
distance. Rigolet, the Hudson's Bay post and settlement at the

